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Tabio (2668, JP)
Exchange: TSE
Sector: Retail
Market Cap: JPY7.3 billion
P/B: 1.3x (2/18 act)

Recommendation: OUTPERFORM
Share Price: JPY1,075 (4/20/2017)
Target Price: JPY1,597
P/E: 19.1x (2/19 CE)
Div. Yield: 2.7% (2/19 CE)

Highlight –Store sale improves under structure reform METRICAL maintains Tabio (2668, JP) as OUTPERFORM. The structure reform
is underway, but the unique Socks & Hosiery specialty retailer has already
positively responded, pushing its store sale higher since the implementation.
Newly introduced Omni-Channel marketing has not expanded to all stores for
5-month period, but the stores promoted this marketing channel received
positive outcome amid store sale. Tabio plans to enhance it to all stores
seriously for this fiscal year and this is very likely to affect the sale positively.
Besides Tabio aims at increasing e-Commerce sale from 3.9% of store sales for
FY2/2017 to over 10% in near future, rising from 4.8% for FY2/2018. For
FY2/2018 due to upgrading its system the channel sale will remain only slight
increase. Positive store sale led by Omni channel would help its profitability,
as a small outlet that owns small stocks will replace from a large outlet
eventually. The share price plunged after global stock market turmoil from
the beginning of the year. Its valuation remains low. EV/EBIDA is 8.8x for
FY2/2018 and is expected to decline to 7.6x for FY2/2019 (E), 7.5x for
FY2/2020 (E) and 7.0x for FY2/2021 (E). SOTP value using 7x of normalized
EBITDA from FY2/2013 to FY2/2021 (E) adding non-business asset would be
JPY1,598. DCF valuation shows much higher target price of JPY1,806 from the
closing price on April 20th 2018.
‘Kutsushitaya’ store

Business Description

‘Tabio’ store

Tabio was founded 1968 by Naomasa Ochi (chairman at present) and has
opened socks & hosiery specialty outlets ‘Kutsushitaya’ and ‘Tabio’ as direct
run and franchise (FC) stores across the nationwide and expanded its direct
run ‘Tabio’ stores to overseas market in UK and France. Socks & hosiery are
selling at a wide range of retailers such as department stores, super market
and other shops and must be a necessary item, but many shops are likely to
focus more on price than quality or fashion. However, a person who is more
sensitive to fashion tends to focus on his/her bottoms from tops and looks for
its quality or sense of fashion. Tabio has focuses on such a need and provided
high-quality of made-in-Japan products at its specialty stores. As shown the
chart on left, the sales of women’s socks accounts for 57.8%, hosiery accounts
for 14.3% and men’s socks accounts for 18.5% as of 2017. This is slightly
different from the domestic sales by product that shows 36.4% for women’s
socks, 18.7% for hosiery and 32.9% for men’s socks (please see the chart on
left). Tabio’s sales significantly relies on women’s items than men’s one,
although the company has reinforced men’s items, raising from 4.5% for
FY2/2011 to 18.5% of its total sales for FY2/2017.
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Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
The domestic sock & hosiery market has not grown, and low-priced imports
have increasingly come into the market, as shown the charts on the left. For
instance, in particularly socks category, the imports accounts for 88.5% of
shipment in Japan, according to data by Tabio. Due to deflation economy, the
low-priced imports are increasing year by year, whereas domestic production
has been shrinking due to lack of successor of factory owners as well as higher
sale price. Also, it took years for the hosiery market before the recovery in this
year as young women do not like to wear hosiery for a past years. On this
market trend, many retailers have focused on selling low-priced goods, as the
sale price has not increased due to soggy consumer spending under deflation
environment in Japan. However, the consumer behavior is changing and is
likely to be diverging right now. Consumers are reluctant to spend money for
everyday commodity goods and looking for a shop that offers lower price,
whereas they often spend for luxury goods or services on special event. So
Tabio believes that this would be the case for sock & hosiery market and the
divergence would be an opportunity for the unique retailer to enhance market
penetration in its differentiation strategy. Tabio uniquely focuses on highquality (and high-priced) made-in-Japan products through its specialty stores.
Only the company can provide made-in-Japan products, as the company
contacts with all factories in Japan for producing high-quality socks & hosiery
exclusively.
Competitive Positioning
Buyers (Middle risk): Consumer expenditure is very likely to continue slower
to recover due to slow growth of real wage and increase in security insurance
cost led by accelerating aging society. All consumer do not spend for lowpriced commodity goods. As mentioned earlier, they spend money for luxury
goods or service on special occasion. Lately, such a consumer behaviour is
often said as the consumption is changing from ‘what’ based to ‘need’ based.
Deflation economy is a headwind for the company, but spread of ‘need’ based
consumtion would be a talewind for the company, as customers other than a
person with a sense of high-fashin are more likely to buy high-quality sock &
hosiery on special occasion. This would be verified as the sale of Tabio store at
Ginza-Six that is performing well in a popular luxurious shopping building in
Ginza. Consumers who visit the luxury building tend to buy high-quality socks
for their own or gift for special.
Suppliers (Low-Middle risk): Tabio is only the contractor with Japan’s socks
and hosiery mkers. The product will be supplied to only the company but
there is a risk that it would not be easy to raise production from other region
in case of natural casuality in the factories in Japan. Additionally, lack of
successor of factory owner would be another risk for the supply of goods. Due
to quality of goods, it requires some time to prepare for increase production
by installation of machine and training of production process.
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Competition (Low-Middle risk): Tabio is only the high-priced maid-in-Japan
socks & hosiery specialty retailer, differentiating other retailers in market.
Competioon risk should be low if the company can deliver its value to
customers successfully. The issue is how Tabio can deliver the value to
customers as not many consumers know Tabio right now.
New Entry (Low risk): Due to limited production capacity of factories in Japan
all of which contract with the company right now, there is high barrier for
new entrant. Tabio is establishing premium brand in the market segment.
Substitution (Middle risk): The risk would become higher if high quality sock
and hosiery at lower price are provided from other production region than
Japan. There is not alternative at this moment. On the other hand, retail
channel would be substituted going forward. E-Commerce channel will be
increasing from real store sale eventually. Tabio has just resumed Omnichanel by combining both function of e-Commerce and real store, before
online shopping of sock and hosiery is in full swing in near future.

Business Outlook
New strategy: Omni Channel and merchandizing
Tabio slimed down its unprofitable stores and store sale has turned positive
after 2-year negative sale growth in YoY basis. The company has implemented
its new marketing strategy such as Omni channel sale and new merchandizing.
Tabio plans to develop small outlets at near terminal station that is easier
access for a customer picks items up at the outlet after buying Tabio SEARCH
or Tabio appli on devices. Of 12,000 Omni channel sale, 90% were delivered at
store as customers picks items at store in terminal building where is easily
access for commute to/from work or school. Only 10% of the sale is delivered
to customer’s home directly (shipping cost is owed by Tabio). Items delivered
to stores saves shipping cost rather than shipping to home and if customers
are more used to Omni channel, stores would reduce store-stocks and small
outlet in terminal building would be more favorable for customers.
Consequently, SGA expense in stores is very likely to decrease and its
profitability will improve further. Tabio plans to enhance its customer service
for the new marketing and store management or development.
The company also projects e-Commerce sale raised from 3.9% of its store sale
for FY2/2017 to 4.8% for FY2/2018 and plans further increase from 4.9% for
FY2/2019 after upgrade of its system. The sale of this channel will continue
growing steadily and increase further after upgrade of system for FY2/2019.
In addition, Tabio has entered into US market through online sale since last
September, whereas the Hosiery and Socks specialty stores have been run for
more than a decade in Europe. For US market, many retailers and shopping
malls have hard time, as customers are more likely to switch to online
shopping. Tabio will sell its items on its web-site by using influencer
marketing and align with local partner such as department stores if needed
but will not develop its real stores in the market. Tabio plans unifies eCommerce platform in US and Europe.
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Company Outlook for Full Year FY2/2019
Tabio posted full year outlook. Sale will be up 3.7% YoY to JPY16,989 million
and OP, RP and NP are expected to fell 36.5% YoY to JPY642 million, 32.6%
YoY to JPY654 million and 246.9% YoY to JPY383 million respectively,
assuming its existing store keeps up +4.4% YoY from +4.1% YoY of the
previous year.
METRICAL forecast for FY2/2019
Based on positive outlook of monthly sale, METRICAL expects store sale to
move higher to +5.4% YoY for the year. Sales are expected to rise 3.5% YoY to
JPY16,956 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 29.8% YoY to
JPY610 million, 23.3% YoY to JPY608 million and 226.5% YoY to JPY362
million respectively (see the table on appendix).
Mid-Term Outlook
Mid-term outlook is expected based on positive existing store sale growth in
YoY buoyed by Omni Channel and steady expansion of e-Commerce sale. Sales
are expected to grow to JPY16,970 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to
gain to JPY696 million, JPY694 million and JPY414 million respectively for
FY2/2021 (E). Although Tabio plans more aggressive target of OP margin
raising to 7.5% and e-Commerce sale to 10% of its store sale for FY2/2020 (E),
METRICAl based on more conservative assumptions.

Valuation
On EV/EBIDA multiple, the closing price on April 20th 2018 looks relatively
cheap. On Sum-of-the-Parts valuation, the NAV is estimated to be JPY1,589 for
FY2/2021 (E) based on 7x of EBITDA and non-business asset. DCF valuation
shows implication on certainty of future earnings/cash flows. The equity
valuation per share is estimated to be JPY1,806 based on its future free cash
flows, which is fairly higher than its closing price. If DCF valuation free cash
flow modified by using Montecarlo Simulation is estimated to be JPY1,116.
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EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA is 8.8x for FY2/2018 but is expected to decrease alongside the
rise in ale and profits. EV/EBITDA for FY2/2019 (E) is expected to decline
from 7.6x for FY2/2019 (E) to 7.0x for FY2/2021 (E).

SOTP NAV
STOP NAV for FY2/2019 (E) is estimated to be JPY1,589 and JPY1,598 for
FY2/2021 (E) that is 7x EBITDA adding to its non-business assets. Both NAVs
are more than 20% higher than the closing price on April 20th 2018.

DCF
DCF valuation is apprised to be JPY1,806 based on present value of sum of
future free cash flows divided by WACC and non-business assets. The
valuation is estimated to be JPY1,806. There is a large gap between DCF value
and the closing price. This would be because few investors believe the free
cash flows fully on the structure reform and/or only few covers the company
and many of them ignore it in the investment universe. If the former
hypothesis is a major factor due to uncertain FCFs of the company, the DCF
valuation is modified by 10,000 passes by Montecarlo Simulation. The
modified DCF value per share is estimated to be JPY1,116, which is closer to
the closing price on April 20th 2018. As store sale grows and profit margin
improves for this year and cash flows are expected to increase more certainly,
the valuation would approach the base DCF valuation to JPY1,806.

Financial Analysis
Tabio does not need large investment as the company has no production
facility and its investment is mai nly focuses on store. The investment of eCommerce is not relatively large for system development expenses of website, application etc. The rise in profitability will improve its financial stability
from relatively stable positive cash flows and balance sheet further going
forward (please see the table below).
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Investment Risks
Slower consumer spending (Very Likely, Middle Risk)
Consumer spending has been flat for more than a decade and is unlikely to
grow at faster on the decrease of population. This would put downward
pressure on entire retail industry in this country. However, consumer
spending is more likely to be diverging and changing from ‘what’ based to
‘need’ based spending on special occasion, although budget-mind and
environmental-mind has spread over consumers. The expanding ‘need’ based
spending would increase the opportunity for the company which provide
premium socks and hosiery.
Natural casualty (Likely, Middle-High Risk)
Natural casualty such as earthquake, flood and typhoon comes across all over
this country. Tabio does not operate factory but would have problem of
procurement of products if factories are damaged. However, all factories are
in only a place and the company holds 3-month inventory. The issue would be
how long the supply chain will recover.
Innovation in industry (Less Likely, Middle-High Risk)
Due to differentiation strategy in the niche market, premium socks & hosiery
retailer is only the company and there would be less risk of new entry and no
one could produce such a high-quality made in Japan products other than
Tabio right now. However, in case technology would make someone produce
high-quality socks and hosiery without skillful manufacturing process in
future.

Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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Appendix
Income Statement Analysis
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Cash Flow Analysis

DCF Analysis
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Balance Sheet
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